
 
 

     THE PRINCE OF EGYPT is a January, 2017 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh 

Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of Ligonier, 

Pennsylvania. Following is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film. 

 

17 of a possible 20 points                                                     ****½ of a possible ***** 

 

United States   1998   color   99 minutes   feature epic animation religious drama 

Dreamworks Animation SKG   Producers: Penny Finkelman Cox, Sandra Rabins 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

              Co-Direction: Brenda Chapman, Steve Hickner, Simon Wells 

2            Editing: Nick Fletcher*, John Carnochan*, Sim Evan-Jones*, Vicki Hiatt* 

2            Cinematography / Animation Camera Operation: Christopher Knights, 

                                                                                                         Tyler Gentry 

1             Lighting 



               Special Visual Effects: Stuart Campbell, Al Holter, Henry LaBounta, 

                                                        Kim Mackey, Hezekiah McMurray,  

                                                        David Morehead, Don Paul, Dan Philips, 

                                                        Jillian Tudor, Carrie Wilksen, Noel Wolfman 

2             Animation: Rick Farmiloe, Jurgen Gross, Rodolphe Guenoden, 

                                     Sergei Kouchnerov, Fabio Lignini, Patrick Mate, 

                                     Gary Perkovac, William Salazar, Bob Scott     

               Layout: Guillaume Bonamy, Eric Clark, Mick De Falco, Clive Hutchings, 

                              Fedja Jovanovic, Douglas Kirk, Harald Kraut,  

                              Christopher Lantrette, Benoît Le Pennec, Matt Lee, 

                              Lorenzo Martinez, Marcos Mateu Mestre, Armen Melkonian, 

                              Kate Moo King-Curtis, Francisco Mora, Felipe Morrell, 

                              Brad Morris, Mark Mulgrew, Damon O’Beirne, Kenard Pak, 

                              Edmund Perryman, Le Uyen Pham, Alexandre Puvilland, 

                              Richie Sacilioc, Jean-Luc Serrano, Tim Soman 

               Backgrounds: Steven Albert, Armand Baltazar, Desmond Downes, 

                                         Thomas Esmeralda, Nathan Fowkes, Bari Greenberg, 

                                         Tianyi Han, Tang Kheng Heng, Ruben Hickman, 

                                         Wade Huntsman, Yoriko Ito, Bill Kaufmann, Joty Lam, 

                                         Paul LaSaine, Ron Lukas, Kevin Turcotte, Karl Wehrli, 

                                         Zhaoping Wei, Donald Yatomi 

               Character Design: Sylvaine Burnet, Mick Cassidy, Brian Clift,  

                                                Nicola Courtney, Peter De Sève, Carter Goodrich, 

                                                Carlos Grangel, Dan Haskett, Millet Henson, 

                                                 Judy Howieson, Cathy Jones, Jennie Langley, 

                                                 Tanja Majerus, Nicolas Marlet, Kent Melton, 

                                                 Irene Parkins, Dawn Pearce, Kay Sales,  

                                                 Emil Simeonov, Richard Smitheman,  

                                                 Ronan Spelman, Aurea Terribili,  

                                                 Raffaello Vecchione, Julia Woolf 

2             Screenplay: Philip La Zebnik, Nicholas Meyer 

               Music Supervision: Marylata Elton* 

               Music Editing: Adam Milo Smalley* (Supervising), Stephen Hope* 



               Music Mixing: Alan Meyerson* 

               Music Recording: Alan Meyerson*, John Rodd* 

2             Music: Hans Zimmer*     Arrangers: P.J. Hanke*, Erick Lundborg* 

               Orchestrators: Harry Gregson-Williams*, Rupert Gregson-Williams*, 

                                           Chris Boardman*, Bill Conn*, Ladd McIntosh*,  

                                           Yvonne Moriarty* 

2             Art Direction: Kathy Altieri*, Richie Chavez*      

               Production Design: Derek Gogol* 

               Costume Design: Kelly Kimball 

0             Sound Design: Lon Bender, Scott Martin Gershin, Claude Letessier 

                Supervising Sound Editing: Lon Bender      

                Sound Editing: Christopher Assells, Rick Morris, Chris Jaeger, 

                                            Philip Hess, Gregory Hainer, Chris Hogan, 

                                            Brian McPherson, Dave McMoyler 

                Sound Effects: Dino Dimuro, J.C. Lucas, James Moriana, Kelly Oxford, 

                                           Jeffrey Wilhoit   

                Sound Mixing: Nerses Gezelyan, Brian Magill 

                Sound Remixing / Rerecording: Shawn Murphy, Andy Nelson, Rudy Pi 

                Voices Casting: Leslee Feldman* 

2              Voice Acting 

2              Creativity 

17 total points 

 

Voices Cast: Val Kilmer (Moses), Sandra Bullock* (Miriam), Ralph Fiennes* 

(Rameses), Danny Glover (Jethro), Jeff Goldblum (Aaron), Steve Martin 

(Hotep, temple magician), Helen Mirren (Queen of Egypt), Michelle Pfeiffer 

(Tzipporah), Patrick Stewart (Seti, father of Rameses and Pharoah of Egypt), 

Martin Short (Huy, temple magician), Bobby Motown (Son of Rameses), 

Eden Riegel (j) (Young Miriam), Ofra Haza (Yocheved, mother of Moses), others 

 

     THE PRINCE OF EGYPT was the first completed feature animation project 

from the Dreamworks Animation SKG studio formed in the late 1990s by  



Jeffrey Katzenberg, Steven Spielberg, and David Geffen. The trio wanted to 

launch with something epic and universal in relevance. It hit on the notion of a 

drama concerning the antecedent events leading up to the ten commandments. 

That had worked enormously well for Paramount and Cecil B. DeMille in the 

1950s. The plot formula was still appealing.  

     A live action retread would be too blatantly derivative. Who could physically 

match Charlton Heston’s Moses? On the other hand, an animation of that 

character and his contemporaries would make an acceptable novelty. So 

animators were directed to bring Moses to the big screen in drawn form. The 

result became a motion picture animation landmark. It combined two-

dimensional manual art with three-dimensional computer generated imagery.  

     Co-directed by Brenda Chapman, Steve Hickner, and Simon Wells, the film 

boasted a voice cast featuring Val Kilmer as Moses, Helen Mirren as the Queen 

of Egypt, Sandra Bullock as an adult version of Miriam, Jeff Goldlum as Aaron, 

Danny  Glover as Jethro, Ralph Fiennes as Rameses, Patrick Stewart as Seti,  

Michelle Pfeiffer as Tzipporah, and the duo of Steve Martin and Martin Short as  

ostentatious magician tricksters. This was a costly cast of marquee luminaries.  

     Results were positive. THE PRINCE OF EGYPT made for lofty-toned 

entertainment with edifying moral about clinging to faith in the face of 

terrifying adversity. 

     Stephen Schwartz set the proper tone of oppression with his seven-minute 

song overlay of “Deliver Us,” heard as Hebrew slaves struggled to haul stones 

for Egyptian temples and pyramids. Operating under strict supervision of 

overseers armed with prodding whips, toilers had no choice but to obey urgings 

as best they could. Unchecked persecution was ever present, with no delivery in 

sight. Despite prayers to the god of Abraham.  

     Pharoah Seti, alarmed at the rapidity of Jewish reproduction, decreed a 

slaughter of Hebrew baby boys. The subsequent massacre failed to eliminate all  

targets. One of those was saved by a clever mother who sent it out in a reed 

basket into the Nile River, close to a bathing spot frequented by one of Egypt’s 

princesses.  

     Having escaped a multitude of dangers, such as capsizing through collision 

with larger river vessels, becoming snack food for hungry crocodiles, untimely 



waterlogging, and discovery by the wrong people, baby Moses and his transport 

survived intact. They ended up at the planned destination, probably with 

directional encouragement from time to time by designated observer Miriam, 

the child’s older sister.  

     Miriam watched and waited. Eventually, a princess came into view. That 

noble bather discovered an unexpected object concealing a clearly Hebrew 

child. She decided to keep the serendipitous surprise. Possibly being too young 

to nurse Moses herself, this princess adopted passerby informant Miriam’s 

suggestion for dealing with that problem. Moses got returned to his natural 

mother numerous times daily, a procedure satisfactory to all parties.  

     As adoptee into one branch or another of the Pharaoh’s own extended 

family, the small Hebrew survivor was likely educated in the palace school along 

with every other royal descendant, learning how to read and write Egyptian 

hieroglyphics. He might also have been tutored in illusions created by temple 

magicians. Whether he had any close connection to future human god Rameses 

II is unknown to historians. For this film, it’s assumed he became a sort of step-

brother to the young man who would become the colossally vain Ozymandias of 

the Nineteenth Dynasty.  

     Ozymandias, who would come to be known also as Ramses the Great, took 

every available opportunity to have himself immortalized in stone carving and 

chiseled inscription. No other Egyptian pharaoh, before or since, ever 

commissioned so many imposing building projects. Nor accumulated such 

enormous wealth in the state treasury. 

     Scripters made Moses a fellow teen to Rameses II, the two relishing madcap 

chariot races down ramps intended for hauling pyramid and temple blocks. 

Moses, not being in direct line of dynastic inheritance, was carefree, given to 

mischief, his aristocratic status shielding against severe penalties.  

     Rameses, Seti’s oldest son, had a different prospect looming. He would one 

day bear responsibility for the entire empire of Egypt. Rameses’ time of idling 

and foolish games was fast approaching its end. A melancholy thought. 

     No historical evidence supports the idea Rameses was disrespectful of 

religion, inferred here by fleeting concern about damaging sacred property. The 

real Rameses appeared to revel in playing Egypt’s chief priest and sole living 



god, of unbroken lineal descent from solar deity Ra himself. Presence of the 

sun-god’s name in his own was no accident.    

     Both adolescents presumably amused themselves at feasts. On occasion, by 

harassment of slave prisoners, particularly those of female gender. This kind of 

baiting precipitated, according to the screenplay, a first encounter between 

Moses and eventual bride Tzipporah. For Tzipporah, as portrayed by Michelle 

Pfeiffer, was a defiant Moabite girl brought captive to the pharaoh’s palace.   

     Moses, when appointed chief assistant to building fanatic Rameses, saw 

firsthand the wretched condition of less fortunate Hebrews. He witnessed 

cruelly sadistic floggings administered to undernourished workers by zealously 

conscientious overseers. Roped together in teams to move crushing loads under 

a flaming sun day after day, work crews muttered revolt while stumbling along. 

They didn’t dare rest, grumble volubly, or waver in effort. Do or die were their 

only options. 

     Attempted humane intervention by officials like Moses only intensified 

hatred between the two classes involved. It earned victims extra beatings when 

they were left alone with merciless taskmasters.  

     Chance meeting with sister Miriam and elder brother Aaron provided a 

pretext for enlightening Moses about his actual ancestry. When naïve listener 

learned of childhood transfer from poverty to affluence, he was shocked. How 

could this alternative biography possibly be true?  

     Moses sought reassurance from Seti that it wasn’t. Instead, the pharaoh 

corroborated Miriam’s report, insisting killing Hebrews was necessary and 

inconsequential.  

     That callousness, coupled with yet another visible instance of unmerited 

cruelty directed against a fellow Hebrew, poked Moses into immediate action. 

He indignantly assaulted the aggressor, not refraining from striking until the  

man had been left lifeless. Still believing his actions unwitnessed, Moses buried 

the corpse in desert sand. 

     But his crime was more public than he realized. Two days later, when Moses 

attempted to separate two squabbling Hebrews, one challenged his authority. 

Did this arbitrary peacemaker propose to dispatch him like he had the Egyptian? 



     Uh-oh. Moses’ guilty secret was public knowledge. If Pharaoh Seti heard of it, 

he would wrathfully sentence his wayward “son” to death. 

     THE PRINCE OF EGYPT at that juncture inserted a passage of reluctant 

fraternal separation.  

     Nothing of that sort is mentioned in the Biblical account. There, Moses 

learned of Pharaoh’s eagerness to apply the death sentence to a murderous 

maniac nurtured within the ruling family. In order to save his own life, Moses 

skedaddled to the land of Midian. 

     There, at a well, he saw seven daughters of a chieftain trying to dump water 

into troughs for their father’s sheep. Nearby herders, whether in sport or 

earnest, were making that difficult. If not impossible. Always quick to correct 

injustices, Moses came to the aid of beleaguered maidens. In return, grateful 

lasses brought him to their father Reuel.  

     Accepted into the clan and employed as one of its shepherds, Moses later 

wedded Tzipporah, identified in Exodus, Chapter Two as one of Reuel’s 

daughters, who at some later date gave birth to a boy named Gershon.  

     In Exodus, Chapter Three, Moses tended animals for father-in-law Jethro, a 

priest. Were Reuel and Jethro the same person?  

     This irregularity was not addressed at all in THE PRINCE OF EGYPT, which 

eliminated the name Reuel entirely.  

     Sometime during this pleasant domestic period Moses experienced a 

conversation with a burning bush that stubbornly resisted incineration. The 

Voice from that foliage claimed to be God’s. I AM has a special task for Moses: 

Return to Egypt and demand Pharaoh free all Hebrews there. 

     Oh, sure. As if he would even grant audience to known killer. Besides, Moses 

hadn’t spoken Egyptian in years. Furthermore, he might not be able to express 

what was required because of a speech impediment. One that had never been 

treated.  

     No problem, the Voice reassured. Take Aaron, your brother. Tell the Hebrew 

people the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob sent you to Egypt. Because I know 

how they have suffered and prayed for deliverance.  



     Moses still begged off, inciting God to anger. Handing his chosen messenger a 

magic rod of power, the Lord sent a most reluctant traveler off on a divinely 

ordained mission, brooking no refusal. 

     Back in Egypt, a new Pharaoh reigns, who is willing to forgive and forget past 

peccadillos and even lethal crimes. Moses greeted him with a challenging 

ultimatum: Let the Hebrews go free. Or else horrible afflictions will fall upon 

Egypt and its natives. 

     What? On whose authority was such a demand made? Only Ra himself could 

issue such an order. Did Moses claim to represent him?   

     No Hebrew spirit-god had power over Egypt. Nor did Moses, in spite of his 

brazenness, surpass  awesome Pharaoh in sovereignty.  

    Two foster siblings were forced by circumstances into a power struggle. Who 

would be first to back down? 

     Time after time, Rameses refused the imperative of a former playmate. He 

didn’t plan to yield dominion to any Hebrew shepherd and his invisible patron.   

     So promised plagues of lice, frogs, gnats, fatal bovine infection, boils, 

hailstones, a bloody Nile, locusts, and perpetual night successively fell upon 

Egyptians or their livestock. Never impacted Hebrews. After each, Rameses 

temporarily relented, acceding to the command of Moses and his god. Then, 

reconsideration triggered by return to normalcy and withdrawal of current 

affliction, Rameses countermanded his order, obstinately bent on continuing 

senseless defiance of obviously superior supernatural powers.  

     Moses warned the next punishment would make the rest simple nuisances. 

All Egypt’s firstborns, human and animal, were going to be put to death at 

midnight. The operative word was all.  

     Scary stuff. Didn’t faze Rameses the Great.  

     Until an Angel of Death carried off his own eldest son. 

     Then Egypt’s ruler tardily admitted being overmatched, in grief decreeing  

Hebrews should go posthaste to wherever they desired. Good riddance. A much 

overdue exit.    

     But the notoriously double-minded potentate soon changed his mind yet 

again, ordering pursuit and recovery.  



     Leading up to a catastrophic climax with repercussions influencing Middle 

Eastern politics even now.  

     This epic narrative of a nation’s birthing is unfolded with deference, vibrancy, 

passionate music, and faithful reproductions of Egyptian art, costuming, and 

architecture.   

     Songs of Stephen Schwartz and instrumental links by Hans Zimmer contain  

ingratiating ingredients found in the Torah source narrative: majesty, 

tenderness, jubilation, humor, vindictiveness, suffering, mystery. Whether 

expressing a father’s sorrow, maternal lulling compassion, unmitigated 

oppressiveness, or transcendental sublimity, orchestrations and melodies 

lucidly convey the emotional atmosphere as well as concepts inherent in each 

scene. “When You Believe” has an especially sensitive and judicious blend of 

gravity, idealism, and regional flavoring. “You’re Playing With the Big Boys 

Now” evidences the boisterous chutzpah of a Broadway showstopper. 

      Humorous interludes involving minor comic relief characters, most notably 

almost Amazonian Tzipporah, effervescently hospitable Jethro, and the 

vaudevillian pair of magicians called Hotep and Huy, relieved in timely fashion 

an otherwise overbearingly intense drama of headstrong wills clashing over 

property privileges.  

     Screenwriting pulled from Biblical texts to clarify stakes involved and 

sequence of actions. Otherwise details derived from imagined dialogues and 

guesses about relationships among key characters.  

     Since pointless buffoonery, toilet humor, and topical allusions to 

contemporary culture weren’t inserted, THE PRINCE OF EGYPT has a timelessly 

relevant quality boding well for perpetuation in film archives. 

     The film was rated PG by the MPAA for violence, an understandable and valid 

classification.   

     Dvd extras include an audio commentary which too often slides into highly 

technical shop talk, a twenty-six minute enlightening short documentary about 

how the film came to be made, six minutes of multi-lingual singing featuring 

“When You Believe,” nine minutes devoted to animating the chariot race, 

a six-minute featurette explaining integration of two-dimensional drawings with 

three-dimensional computer images, seven minutes of concept art, four 



minutes devoted to two theatrical trailers for THE PRINCE OF EGYPT, three brief 

highlight biographies of cast members, abbreviated production notes, and two 

minutes of sneak previews for THE ROAD TO EL DORADO and CHICKEN RUN. 

     THE PRINCE OF EGYPT is highly recommended for both child and adult 

viewers. Don’t miss it!      


